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Problem: 
How do I control the PC speaker output on my VersaLogic CPU board? 

Background: 
All VersaLogic CPU boards (with the exception of some older Z80 STD bus models) include a 
PC speaker interface.  

Solution: 
The PC speaker is driven by system timer 2 via a control gate. Normally, the speaker is used to 
produce audio tones. The timer can be programmed to produce a square wave output, which 
will make a sound from the speaker if the control gate is turned on. The sound can be turned on 
and off by manipulating the control gate, and the frequency of the tone can be changed by 
altering the timer registers.  

However, if you want to use the speaker circuit as a general purpose output, you can use port 
61h bit D0 to disable the output of timer 2 and use port 61h bit D1 to toggle the speaker output 
on and off. If the speaker remains attached, you will hear a tick sound each time bit D1 is 
toggled. When writing to port 61h, make sure that bits D4 through D7 are always 0. Better yet, 
first read the current contents, and only change the bits needed before writing back the new 
value.  

References: 
Consult the following resources for more complete information on controlling the PC speaker: 

 The Undocumented PC by Van Gilluwe (www.powells.com) is an excellent reference 
guide to the inner workings of the PC/XT computer architecture. 

 The following sites provide detailed instructions for controlling the PC speaker: 

http://fly.cc.fer.hr/GDM/articles/sndmus/speaker1.html 
http://fly.cc.fer.hr/GDM/articles/sndmus/speaker2.html 

 An Internet search on "control pc speaker" will return numerous useful links for a variety 
of operating systems. If your goal is to turn off the speaker, search on "disable pc 
speaker." 
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